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QM FOAMTM

QM COLORS

QM FOAMTM refers to the result of a chemical reaction between the polyurethane
foam shape and different layers, with different compositions, sprayed onto it.

QM PLUSTM

QM PLUSTM refers to the result of a chemical reaction between the polyurethane
foam shape and different layers, with different compositions, sprayed onto it.
The QM PLUS finishing has 2 layers of the QM Coating which results in surface
which has stronger resistance.

QM TEXTM, COATED REINFORCED TEXTILE

QM TEXTM is QM Coating applied to textiles.
The result is a stiff and strong material, very durable, virtually tear-proof and easy
to clean. The interest of this innovation is to meet the growing need of
invulnerability associated with furniture solutions, walls, reception desks, while
maintaining a soft touch.
Like most of our products, QM Tex allows a wide range of possibilities for
customization: wide choice of colors, shapes, patterns, as well as the possibility
to combine different materials with diverse mediums and kinds of coating,
maintaining our known quality standards for the final product.
Based on our technology we will match the indicated NCS, PANTONE and RAL colors
as precise as possible. We may match practically any clearly defined color, specified
according to an international color system like NCS and RAL.
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For your specific commercial project needs, we developed a paint-based technique
which allows us to add your logo, text or graphics directly
on the QM FOAM™ surface, without use of stickers.
This way, the graphics stay as flexible and elastic as the foam itself.

